
CONFERENCE CENTRE 
in Q HOTEL PLUS WROCŁAW

Q HOTEL PLUS WROCŁAW**** is conveniently located in the centre of Wroclaw close to the major city tourist 
attractions, such as  Market Square (1200 m) or Ostrów Tumski (3 km). The hotel is located only 500 m from the 
Main Railway Station. 

Hotel features:
  
      127 rooms for a total of 254 guests, including 24 rooms with a sofa bed for families with children, 
      1 apartment and 2 rooms for the disabled,
      5 air-conditioned and fully equipped rooms which are perfectly suitable for about 300 participants,
      Questa Restaurant and Lobby Bar spanning 250 m²,
      fitness room with city view,
      undeground parking lot.

The hotel provides free WiFi for all guests. In each room you will find large and comfortable bed, coffee and tea 
making facilities, free mineral water, iron and ironing board, safe, mini bar or fridge. All rooms are air-conditioned. 
In addition responding to the expectation of business Guests, all of the hotel rooms are also equipped 
with a laptop safe as well as a desk with comfortable chair for work.

Q HOTEL PLUS WROCŁAW 
ul. Zaolziańska 2, 53-334 Wrocław
mail: wroclawplus@qhotels.pl | tel.: +48 71 749 17 00 

PLUS WROCŁAW

qhotel.pl

http://qhotels.pl/wroclaw-plus
http://qhotels.pl
http://qhotels.pl


CONFERENCE CENTRE IN Q HOTEL PLUS WROCŁAW
offers 5 air-conditioned and fully equipped rooms which are perfectly suitable for presentations, conferences, 
workshops and lectures for  participants. The spacious foyer can easily be arranged as an exhibition space, about 300
a conference reception area or an aperitif lounge before the meeting. 
The conference offer includes a wide selection of various coffee breaks, lunches and dinners. 

CONFERENCE ROOMS:
All our conference rooms are situated 
on the first floor, with access to daylight.

ESPRESSO
24m²

CHILI
76m²

LATTE
39m²

FRAPPE
79m²

MOCCA
78m²

EQUIPMENT: 

      Multimedia projector (suspended from the ceiling)
      Equipment and lighting management panel

      Air-conditioning      Screen (slid from the ceiling)
      WiFi       Flipchart

Moreover, the conference center has a separate business zone with computer stations, access to the internet, 
printer as well as a cloakroom.
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Latte 39 3,00 20 40 30 20 2622

24 3,00 20 20 20 15 1414

78 3,00 50 100 80 45 5034

79 3,00 50 100 80 45 5034

76 3,00 40 100 80 45 5034

157 3,00 120 180 160 65 90-

233 3,00 160 280 250 95 120-
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Mocca + Frappe + Chili


